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The decision to virtualize desktops affects multiple aspects of an 
IT organization, including infrastructure and storage 
requirements, application delivery, end-user devices, and 
technical support. In addition, correctly architecting, deploying, 
and managing a virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) can be 
challenging because of the large number of solution 
components contained within the architecture. Therefore, it is 
critical that the solution is built on industry-proven platforms 
such as NetApp® storage, along with industry-proven software 
solutions from Citrix.  

Citrix and NetApp® provide leading desktop virtualization and storage solutions, respectively, 
that enable customers to successfully meet these challenges inherent with VDI. Customers can 
gain the numerous benefits available from a desktop virtualization solution, including workspace 
mobility, centralized management, consolidated and secure delivery of data, and device 
independence.

This white paper summarizes a performance test of the NetApp® All Flash FAS storage system, 
which supported a realistic Citrix XenDesktop workload leveraging Citrix Provisioning Services in 
a simulated 1,500-user environment. This paper also discusses additional benefits of NetApp® All 
Flash FAS storage, including improved performance and capacity, and reduced costs.

Ultimately, the NetApp® All Flash FAS storage system is shown to partner perfectly with Citrix 
XenDesktop in containing costs and maximizing the potential of VDI.

The Promise and the Challenge of VDI
Virtual desktops have grown in popularity in recent years. As more companies have freed their 
workers from the figurative shackles of traditional desktops, VDI systems such as Citrix 
XenDesktop have grown as well. 

The promise of VDI is clear. Virtualizing desktops offers a more secure, more manageable and 
less costly end-user computing model. Consequently, the increasing availability of scalable server 
architecture has made virtual desktops more than just technically feasible.
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Present Need for Solution
In spite of the massive potential that VDI offers in transforming the modern workplace, adoption 
has been slow. The most significant barriers to increased adoption of VDI are rooted in storage 
performance and capacity problems. 

Common barriers to realizing the full potential of VDI include:

• Storage Shortfalls: The workloads that desktop virtualization places upon storage systems are 
complex and highly variable. Cycles of heavy reads and heavy writes are interspersed with an 
amalgam of other common yet demanding operations. Widely varying block sizes for writes adds 
to the challenge. Unfortunately, many storage systems — particularly legacy, disk-based systems 
— are simply incapable of consistently meeting the demanding needs of VDI. It’s not surprising, 
then, that storage inadequacies are frequently flagged as the leading culprit of VDI’s all-too-
common failure to meet end-user performance expectations. 

• High Cost: Organizations usually initiate VDI deployments primarily to reduce equipment and 
management costs. However, the anticipated ROI of VDI deployments frequently fails to 
materialize. High storage costs are often to blame. In fact, storage is commonly found to 
represent the single most expensive component of a virtual desktop solution — particularly 
when storage efficiency falls short and the capabilities of flash acceleration technologies are not 
utilized.

Top Features to Consider in a Modern VDI Storage Solution
Exercising careful consideration in the selection of a VDI storage solution can eliminate the barriers 
to VDI adoption noted above. It is the key to fully realizing the promise and potential of a VDI 
installation.

In particular, the following features are conducive to maximizing the potential of VDI:

1.  Economical End-User Cost: Soaring storage expenses frequently raise VDI per-user costs to 
unacceptable levels. In an attempt to compensate, organizations are often forced to forgo other 
business or IT benefits — sacrifices that tend to negate the very advantages that initially 
prompted VDI installation. Containing storage costs to economical per-user levels while 
maintaining high performance standards is vital to fully realizing the competitive advantages of 
a VDI installation.

2.  Excellent End-User Experience: All too often, VDI is coupled with overwhelmed storage 
solutions that drag application performance far below that of physical computers. But virtual 
desktop users expect common workaday chores to be completed as quickly and efficiently as 
with dedicated laptops and desktops. When VDI fails to deliver upon that expectation, the result 
is a poor user experience that compromises both productivity and worker morale. Conversely, a 
storage solution that supports and enables the full potential of VDI assures an excellent end-
user experience and, consequently, maximum productivity.
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3.  Sub-Millisecond Latency: VDI consistently places extreme demands upon storage systems. 
The normal, everyday cycle of business assures the same through common occurrences such 
as boot and login storms. Storage systems must be able to accommodate these bursts of 
accelerated demand without generating substantial lags in latency — which manifest to the 
end-user as sub-par performance. Storage solutions that can continue to deliver sub-
millisecond latency throughout periods of peak demand will help to assure user satisfaction 
and sustained productivity. 

4.  Unparalleled Scalability: Rare is the VDI that will remain in a steady-state mode year after 
year. System expansion is commonplace. So are storage problems associated with scalability; 
many storage systems simply do not offer the flexibility in scaling necessary to adequately 
meet the fluctuating needs of business. 

Citrix VDI Capacity Program for Storage Partners
Citrix Ready® launched their capacity program with many existing storage partners. The goal is to 
address the storage needs of customers who have already implemented or are considering 
implementing Citrix XenDesktop. VDI presents multiple types of data — each with its own 
unique requirements — to the storage infrastructure tier. Storage in turn can cope with these 
requirements using various hardware- and software-based approaches, some of which can be 
combined into hybrid solutions. As the number of storage options for VDI has steadily increased 
over the last several years, confusion has arisen for some customers who are still unsure as to 
which approach is right for them.

To help address this confusion, Citrix started this program — Citrix Ready® VDI Capacity Program 
for Storage Partners Phase II — with storage partners representing several different VDI 
workloads with their storage solutions. To participate in the program, the partner was required to 
set up a test environment with the necessary compute resources needed to generate a 1,500, 
3,000, or 5,000 user XenDesktop workload.

As opposed to a traditional “benchmark,” whereby different achievement scores are possible, this 
VDI Capacity program is a simulation of “a day in the life” of a XenDesktop farm supporting a 
certain number of users. If a partner’s chosen storage solution can successfully support “a day’s” 
run to the defined user capacity while sustaining required performance metrics, the partner 
passes and the validation test is concluded.
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To demonstrate full compliance with Citrix standards, NetApp® has chosen to take part in the 
Citrix Ready® program — a program specifically designed to address the storage needs of 
customers implementing XenDesktop. NetApp® chose to validate the AFF8040 all flash storage 
array against a 1,500-seat desktop virtualization environment based on XenDesktop 7.6. The end 
goal was to demonstrate the ability of NetApp® to deliver a storage solution at a very 
economical end-user cost while consistently enabling an excellent end-user experience. The 
program was not designed to test the limits of the storage system. For the Citrix Ready® program 
the vendor was asked to choose one of three configurations: 5,000-, 3,000- or 1,500-seat. The 
AFF8040 is capable of supporting 2,666 users while complying with the above test criteria.

Test Methodology
The VDI Capacity Program is focused on provisioning the appropriate amount of storage 
capacity with a cost-effective design, while also assuring adequate VDI performance for 
customers implementing XenDesktop. A simple, binary pass/fail methodology is employed. In 
this test iteration, NetApp® chose to validate the AFF8040 all flash storage array against a 1,500-
seat desktop virtualization environment based on XenDesktop 7.6. The primary objective was to 
demonstrate the ability of NetApp® all flash storage to comfortably support 1,500 virtual 
desktops at a very economical per-user cost, while consistently delivering an excellent end-user 
experience.

The NetApp® AFF8040 was set up as a two-node AFF8040 with one shelf (24 drives) of 800 
gigabyte solid-state drives. The nodes were run as an active-active pair. The 24 drives were split 
evenly between the two controller nodes such that each node was the primary owner of 12 
drives, and the entire solution was configured in high-availability mode to enable storage 
failover. 

For networking, each controller was setup as follows:

• Four 10-gigabyte e-ports for the cluster-interconnect network. The cluster interconnect 
network was switchless.

• Four 10-gigabyte e-ports were combined into an interface group providing data traffic 
networking.

• The interface group had two LIFs: one LIF for NFS volumes and one LIF for CIFS volume. LIFs 
were in a failover group to support high availability.
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The 12 drives on each node were configured as follows:

• Advanced Disk partitioning was used, enabling greater space-efficient usage of drives.
• Root aggregate was comprised of 8+2 RAID-DP partitions of disk.
• Data aggregate was comprised of 9+2 RAID-DP partitions of disk.
• One disk was used as a spare.

The two data aggregates (one per node) were configured as follows:

• One Storage Virtual Machine (SVM) was created and configured with NFS and CIFS protocol. 
• Two x 200 gigabyte CIFS FlexVol® were created (one per node) which were used for shares to 

store the vdisk used to boot desktops.
• Six x five terabyte NFS FlexVol® were created (three per node) which were used for the PVS 

write cache.
• Two x 22 terabyte CIFS FlexVol® were created (one per node) which were used as a share for 

user data. 

All the volumes were thin provisioned, and had inline space efficiencies like inline compression, 
inline deduplication and inline zero-elimination turned on.

Server model •  Fujitsu Primergy RX2540 
M1 (For PVS VMs)

•  Fujitsu Primergy RX300 
S8 (For remaining 
infrastructure like AD/DNS/
DHCP/Launchers/Citrix 
infrastructure VMs).

14

8

14 servers

8 servers

Processor(s) (Server) •  Intel Xeon E5-2670 v3 @ 
2.294 GHz

•  Intel Xeon E5-2630 v2 @ 
2.59 GHz

14

8

24 processors per server 
(cores)
12 processors per server 
(cores)

Memory (Server) • 512 GB
• 192-256 GB

14
8

512 GB per server
192GB-256GB per server

Disk(s) N/A     

Network Adapter N/A

Storage Array Controller NetApp AFF8040 2 2 controller

Processor (Storage) Intel Xeon E5-2658 @ 2.1 
GHz

2 8 processors per controller 
(cores)

Memory (Storage) 32 GB 2 32 GB per controller

Disks (Storage) 1 shelf of 800GB SSD 1 shelf (24 drives) 19.2 TB Raw capacity

Network Adapter 10 GbE onboard ports 8 (per controller) 16 (8 for cluster inter-
connect and 8 for data 
traffic)

Other component  
(if applicable)
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Test Kit ID: Description Result
CR-VDI-2 Time taken to Launch VMs 30 minutes. (Charts showing timestamps 

provided below).

CR-VDI-3 Login VSImax and Average users response 
time test

VSIMax average: 1.081 Sec (Chart showing 
data provided below).

CR-VDI-4
Total IOPS in storage Solution

36,233 IOPS. This is the max IOPS achieved 
during the test. This is not the max the box 
can do. There was plenty of head-room left 
in the storage controllers.

CR-VDI-5 Storage cost per user $77 per desktop for 1,500 users

Login Virtual Session Index (Login VSI) is the industry-standard tool for VDI performance and 
capacity testing. This tool was used to generate VDI workloads and to measure performance. For 
this test, the test load was designed to simulate typical daily knowledge-worker tasks such as 
web browsing, viewing videos, sending and receiving emails, and managing documents with 
tools such as Microsoft Office. The binary result of pass/fail was determined by observing 
whether the storage system successfully met the storage demands placed upon it without 
reaching a latency limit known as VSImax.

Overview of Partner
NetApp® was founded on a simple yet transformational bedrock principle: help customers do 
things they couldn’t otherwise do at speeds they never thought possible. As a result, leading 
organizations worldwide now rely upon NetApp® to provide the software, systems and services 
they need to manage and store their data. The NetApp® team is passionate about the success of 
each NetApp® customer. Customers value the teamwork, expertise and passion that NetApp® 
demonstrates in helping enable their current and future success. 

In a little more than two decades, NetApp® has grown from startup into a Fortune 500 company 
employing more than 12,000 employees worldwide.

NetApp® All Flash FAS for Citrix XenDesktop
NetApp® All Flash FAS (AFF) systems combine all flash performance with unified data 
management from flash to disk to cloud. Applying AFF to VDI eliminates the storage 
performance issues that commonly cripple desktop reliability and performance, fulfilling the 
capacity needs of the most demanding desktop use cases.

AFF enables the sub-millisecond response times so critical to insuring VDI performance that 
equals or exceeds physical PCs. AFF’s industry-leading storage efficiency technologies such as 
inline deduplication and inline compression also serve to effectively reduce the amount of 
storage that customers must provide in support of VDI. The net result is an outstanding user 
experience delivered at minimal cost.

This test clearly demonstrated that NetApp® AFF8040 can realistically support more than 2,600 
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desktops, with the test workload profile, at a compellingly low total cost (storage and 
infrastructure) of $39 per desktop.

Unique Offerings of NetApp® All Flash FAS
 NetApp® All Flash FAS offers a number of innovative and unique features comprising a 
comprehensive package, the sum total of which are simply not available with any competing 
product. Offerings that are unique to NetApp® All Flash FAS include:

• Accelerated Speed-of-Business: AFF is built upon the clustered ONTAP® FlashEssentials storage 
operating system utilizing the Write Anywhere File Layout or WAFL® file system. This proprietary 
OS and filesystem is ideally suited for flash media. As a result, AFF is capable of delivering four- to 
12-times higher IOPS, and 20-times faster database response in comparison to traditional HDD 
systems.  

• Consistent Sub-Millisecond Latency: FlashEssentials enables reliably consistent sub-millisecond 
latency, resulting in up to 4 million IOPS. 

• Reduced Costs and Simplified Operations: Flash performance increases CPU utilization. The 
resulting consistent high performance delivered by AFF enables server consolidations that can 
reduce server and software licensing costs by up to 50 percent. The combined performance, 
scalability, and data management capabilities offered by AFF facilitates the deployment of cost-
effective desktop virtualization solutions. And AFF’s data reduction technology can deliver 
average space savings ranging from fivefold to tenfold. (Some customers have realized much 
higher data reduction ratios, ranging up to 933:1). 

• Complete Backup and Recovery Support: AFF is the industry’s only unified all flash storage that 
supports synchronous replication. Accordingly, AFF is able to offer a complete suite of integrated 
data protection features capable of supporting all backup and recovery needs. 

• Future-Proof IT Investments: AFF enables the elimination of performance silos and forklift 
upgrades via non-disruptive scale-out and software-defined access to flash. The result is the 
achievement of long-term compatibilities with best-of-class application integration.   

• Fast and Easy Setup: Setting up and configuring AFF can be quickly and easily completed in less 
than 15 minutes. 

NetApp® All Flash FAS has been validated by Citrix as a Citrix Ready® product. To date, more than 
27,000 products have been validated as Citrix-compatible. NetApp® was also selected to receive 
the Citrix Ready® Best of Synergy award. 
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Overview Results/Data
Testing confirmed that NetApp® AFF8040 can easily support 1,500 virtual desktops as measured 
against the success criteria of the Citrix Ready® VDI program. 

Notable test results and performance metrics included the following:

1.  Desktops Booted and Logged In: The time required for 1,574 virtual desktops to be booted 
and logged in was under 30 minutes. Though this achievement is acceptable, any bottlenecks 
that contributed to the total time were not the result of storage problems. Most of the log-in 
time was spent in VMs registering with PVS servers.

Metric Launch Test Login VSI Test
Maximum Read IOs per Second 17720 IO/Sec 2450 IO/Sec

Average Read IOs per Second 1262 IO/Sec 576 IO/Sec

Maximum Read Latency (µs) 531 µs 772 µs

Average Read Latency (µs) 135 µs 299 µs

Maximum Write IOs per Second 15983 IO/Sec 19848 IO/Sec

Average Write IOs per Second 6348 IO/Sec 19848 IO/Sec

Maximum Write Latency (µs) 471 µs 568 µs

Average Write Latency (µs) 218 µs 273 µs

2.  Login VSI Data: The latency limit of VSImax was not reached at any point of the test. A total of 
1,518 virtual desktop sessions were successfully launched and stress tested, running in 
benchmark mode as required by the Citrix Ready® program. 
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3.  Storage Performance: Storage performance was excellent throughout all stages of testing, 
including during boot, login, and steady-state tests. Storage latency remained quite low at all 
times; plenty of headroom remained available for accommodating more instances, as 
indicated by storage CPU stats.
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The specific statistical results from the test were as follows:

• VSIMax average time: 1.081 seconds
• Total IOPS: 36,233 (Note: The maximum IOPS achieved during the test are not reflective of the 

system’s maximum capability. There was plenty of headroom left in the storage controllers.)
• Calculated cost per desktop for 1,500 users was $77.
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Running 1,500 VMs at $77/desktop leaves a great deal of headroom in terms of performance 
capacity. 

It’s important to note that each virtual machine had a 6-gigabyte write cache file, yielding a 
theoretical maximum of 9.4 terabytes. Yet only 164 gigabytes were consumed after creating and 
booting the VMs, and only 448 gigabytes were used after the LoginVSI test.

As testing indicated, the NetApp® AFF storage solution is a high-performing, flexible and multi-
protocol solution, enabling VMs, vdisks and shares for user data to be placed on the same system 
without any need for an external file server.

Test Results Show Mutual Benefit
Citrix XenDesktop delivers full Windows VDI capabilities in addition to virtual apps, meeting the 
demands of any use case. XenDesktop enables users to access their apps, desktops and data 
without the limitations of a traditional solution. On the unified FlexCast Management Architecture 
(FMA) platform, XenDesktop is the only solution that is FIPS-compliant and Common Criteria 
certified to meet the highest security standards of regulated industries. End-users will enjoy the 
simple virtual desktop interface, while IT will appreciate the superior performance of HDX 
technology, even when deployed over challenging, high-latency networks.

NetApp® features many best-in-class technologies that help customers reduce the storage cost of 
a virtual desktop solution. Technologies such as inline deduplication, inline compression and thin 
provisioning help to reduce the total amount of storage required for VDI. Storage platforms that 
scale up and scale out with the NetApp® clustered Data ONTAP® operating system help deliver 
optimized architecture that meets customers’ price and performance requirements. NetApp® can 
help customers achieve their cost and performance goals while providing rich data management 
features. Ultimately, the NetApp® All Flash FAS storage solution enables a virtual desktop 
experience that is superior in function and cheaper in cost than a traditional PC.

As demonstrated with Login VSI test results, NetApp® AFF8040 clearly exceeds the benchmark set 
for the Citrix VDI Capacity Program. The test also confirmed that the NetApp® AFF storage solution 
provides extremely high performance and capacity savings when deployed with XenDesktop 
virtual desktop VMs. 
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It should be noted, however, that Login VSI only tests a small subset of the factors that are key to 
a successful VDI deployment. Two primary influential factors are end-user experience and 
administrative/management complexity. Any VDI solution that improves end-user experience 
while reducing operational overhead will result in a superior deployment, and will bolster 
enhanced user and administrator acceptance. A byproduct of the Citrix VDI Capacity Program 
benchmark test was a clear demonstration that the AFF8040 all flash storage solution can simplify 
management requirements and deliver an unparalleled user experience.

As conclusively shown by the results of the Citrix VDI Capacity Program benchmark test, NetApp® 
serves as a perfect symbiotic partner for Citrix XenDesktop, handily meeting or exceeding all the 
requirements of the Citrix Ready® Program.

For more information about All Flash FAS, contact NetApp® 

For more information about XenDesktop, contact Citrix
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Appendix

For more information about the Citrix Ready® Program, visit: 
 https://www.citrix.com/partner-programs/citrix-ready.html

For more information about NetApp® All Flash FAS storage benefits, please visit: 
 http://www.NetApp®.com/us/media/ds-3582.pdf.

To learn more about how NetApp® all flash storage improves XenDesktop deployments, please 
visit: https://citrixready.citrix.com/NetApp®.html.

To learn more about all flash storage for VDI, contact Citrix and NetApp®.
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